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CONTENTS DIRECTORS NOTE
“Owning my identity ties into my value of dignity” 
– Chelsea Manning  
 
The Palace International Film Festival programme (PIFF) is unveiled. Taking 
place at The Cube Microplex in Bristol on March 14, 15 and 16, our programme 
will give a unique platform to a diverse selection of queer cinema. We will 
showcase short and feature films from international underground artists,  
present a special screening with a live score, and throw a closing Palace  
Party with live acts and immersive installations. 

PIFF began its life at an artist’s residency in an abandoned Palace in the south 
of Poland, where we gave a platform to queer art and ideas to palace residents 
and guests. We have been producing pop up DIY screenings across Europe, with 
ou Bristol edition our biggest amd punchiest yet. The festival will open with 
feature film Fluidø, a Berlin-produced sci-fi punk dystopian vision of the 
post AIDS-future of 2060. On Friday, our centrepiece feature gala and Brexit 
special, The last of Engalnd (Derek Jamrman), will be accompanied with a live 
score performed by artists from The Palace Collective. The closing gala will 
be Shakedown, a feature film that paints an intimate portrait of an underground 
lesbian club community in Los Angeles.  

Alongside the feature gala’s we present three short galas: Queer as F*CK; 
Community Activation and Palace.MIXX. Each programme is sure to elevate 
experimentation and create conversations between our Palace artists and 
audiences. To climax the film festival, join us in our ‘queer dystopia’ on 
Saturday 16 September as we invite Palace artists from across Europe to showcase 
their talent for Bristol to indulge in...Enjoy!

– Harry Silverlock (Film Festival Producer) 

One of our aims is to make the film festival accesible for all, We have kept our ticket price low at  
£5 per film screening (except for the live score), but let us know if you have any financial difficulties  
and we will accomodate you. You can book your tickets through Headfirst.

SUPPORTERS

Tasty, Experiments in Light, Fluidø, 
The Real Housewives of NeukÖlln, Skeleton in a Beret
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OPENING NIGHT GALA: FLUIDØ

Set in the post-AIDS future of 2060, where the Government is the first 
to declare the era AIDS Free, mutated AIDS viruses give birth to Zero 
Generation - humans that have genetically evolved in a very unique way. 
These gender fluid Zero Generations are the bio-drug carriers whose  
white fluid is the hypernarcotic for the 21st century, taking over the 
markets of the 20th century white powder high. The ejaculate of these 
beings is intoxicating and the new form of sexual commodity in the future.  
The new drug, code named Delta , diffuses through skin contact and creates  
an addictive high. A new war on drugs begins and the Zero Generations  
are declared illegal. The Government dispatches drug-resistant replicants 
for round-up arrest missions. When one of these government android’s 
immunity breaks down and its pleasure centers are activated, the story 
becomes a tangled multi-thread plot and the Zero Generations are caught 
among underground drug lords, glitched super agents, a scheming corporation  
and a corrupt government. Check yourself in as a fluid junkie for a super 
hyper viral ride.

CENTREPIECE GALA: THE LAST OF ENGLAND
92 mins
United Kingdom, 1986
D: Derek Jarman

Showtimes
Fri, 15 March: 19:20 (Live Score)
Sat, 16 March: 16:00

72 mins
USA, 2018
D: Leilah Weinraub

Showtimes
Fri, 15 March, 16:40
Sat, 16 March, 20:20

A Brexit Special: Tilda Swinton 
stars in Cult queer film director 
Derek Jarman’s personal commentary 
on the decline of his country in 
a language closer to poetry than 
prose. A dark meditation on London 
under Thatcher. In 1987, in a 
world where where homosexuality 
and AIDs victims were looked down 
upon, Derek Jarman acted as a 
filmic spokesperson for those who 
remained marginalised. The Last 
of England is an angrily poetic, 
personal portrayal of a country that 
he saw, was in ruins. Through the 

experimental form, through the post-apocalyptic depiction of the country, 
Derek’s film dismantles the establishment and highlights the horrors of 
modern-day Britain through a dream-like state. Experience this unique 
screening with a live improvised score from The Palace Collective artists 
Joe Summers, Rosa Irvin-Clark and Thomas Summers.

GALA SHOWCASE

CLOSING NIGHT GALA: SHAKEDOWN

Shakedown chronicles explicit performances in 
an underground lesbian club in Los Angeles. The 
story functions as a legend where money is both 
myth and material. Cumulatively, questions arise 
about how to diagram the before and after of a 
utopic moment. The film takes us inside a biweekly 
party at a Los Angeles club, founded by and for 
black queer women and featuring strips shows and 
explicit dancing. The Shakedown party was one of 
the few spaces where lesbian subcultures could 
flourish, being as much about the network that 
formed around it as it was about the economy that 
supported its organisers, performers and costume 
makers. The party ran for eight years before it 
was shut down by police. 

Shakedown is an intimate portrait of this community, anchored in the 
stories of four of its protagonists: Ronnie Ron, the butch creator and 
emcee of Shakedown; Mahogany, the legendary mother of the scene; Egypt,  
a single mother, beauty pageant fanatic and dedicated self-(re)inventor; 
and Jazmyne, the complicated and sometimes conflicted ‘queen’ of Shakedown. 

80 mins
Germany, 2017
D: Shu Lea Cheang  

Showtimes
Thu, 14 March: 19:00
Sat, 16 March: 18:20
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SHORTS GALA

This program explores being queer and owning it. Queers are fighting  
harder than ever to be heard and to be seen.  Queer as Fuck presents  
a unique selection of performative work by functionally diverse filmmakers. 
From intrinsically-rendered stories of forbidden love to the intersections 
of queerness, this collection of titillating, tender and subtle shorts 
represent an unashamed claim to beauty, desire, autonomy and, above all, 
the love for oneself. We take a step back from the individual and explore 
the context in which the individual exists. We explore these stories 
through the eyes of a community, understanding where we come from, and 
looking at where we are going. This selection of films takes us into 
different worlds and experiences, from the personal assertion of  
existence to the defiant fights for our right to exist in the world.

YOU WILL BE FREETASTY

LOVE AND THE BEAUTY  
OF US MEETING THERE

VENUS  
FILLY THE LESBIAN  
LITTLE FAIRY

AFTER DAWN

10 mins
United Kingdom, 2017
D: Juliet Jacques

A ten-minute essay film made  
mostly of archive footage, ‘You  
Will Be Free’ uses a line written 
by US actor/writer Cookie Mueller 
as she was dying of an AIDS-related 
illness as a point of departure for 
poetic reflections on the impact 
of the HIV/AIDS crisis, as well as 
notions surrounding death, the body 
and afterlife.

15 mins
Australia, 2016
D: Meadgham Palmer  P: David Morris 
Varun- Morris varun-swaminathan

Newbie queer teen, Ben is faced  
with the realities of his recently  
discovered sexual/gender identity 
when he is caught up in a homophobic  
police drug-raid in a gay nightclub 
in 1994. Inspired by a true event.

17 mins
United Kingdom, 2017
D: Renee Vaughan Sutherland

A short film exploring the hormonal 
reactions that reject the narratives 
of mainstream Hollywood cinema and 
its notions of ‘love’ and ‘love at 
first sight’.

6 mins
Brazil, 2017
D: Sávio Leite 

From the foam of the sea, fertilized 
by the blood of the sky, was born 
Venus, enchanting goddess. In the 
animated fairy tale Filly,a lesbian 
fairy tale with nimble fingers,  
seduces women by day, dressed as 
boy. An animation exploring the 
trans male body and what happens 
after midnight.

ANOTHER DECADE

13 mins
United Kingdom, 2018
D: Morgan Quaintance

A montage of 1990s-era archival 
video and recent footage, exhuming 
cultural debates from history’s 
grave to re-animate a once-promised 
future, still to arrive.

24 mins
Belgium, 2017
D: Nicolas Graux  P: Thomas Meys

Pawel is positive that separation has 
dampened his feelings for the man he  
was in love with. But when he finds  
an unexpected visitor one rainy  
afternoon, it turns out it might  
all have been a little different.

Showtimes
Thu, 14 March: 21:10 // Fri, 15 March: 14:40

QUEER AS F*CKQUEER AS F*CKQUEER AS F*CK
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Community Activation explores the social sphere of the queer community. 
Why do labels exist? Finding your tribe is, for many, a big part of being 
queer in 2019. This sense of belonging is crucial to those who have been 
marginalized and isolated. The value of being heard and being around others 
who don’t question your existence is invaluable and will be explored and 
celebrated in this collection of shorts. At the same time, they will give 
insights into the divisions and debates that arise when the incredibly  
diverse spectrum of queer lives and identities come together as one community. 

SKELETON IN A BERETSTILL BURNING

HEADLESS

THE REAL HOUSEWIVES 
OF NEUKÖLLN BROWN QUEERS

SWIMMING CLUB

7 mins
United Kingdom, 2016
D: Mabz Beet  P: Brett Chapman

Escaping into a videogame world  
for hours at a time can be great 
fun. But what do people take away 
from the experience when they go 
back to their everyday lives? In 
this film, two trans people talk 
about how they have actively used 
videogames as part of how they  
explore not just their gender,  
but their skills, self-confidence,  
and self-expression.

9 mins
France, 2016
D: Nick Rowley

A young migrant from Guadeloupe on  
the French vogue scene cares for his 
younger brother who is getting ready  
for his first ball. The Parisian voguing 
scene is one of the most established  
and rich in Europe, Still Burning is  
a homage to the dance movement.

Filmmaker Sebastian Sdaigui spotlights 
queer pride and gender fluidity with his 
portrait of three friends, all perfor-
mance artists, navigating homophobia and 
femmephobia with a dose of sass, grit, 
and camaraderie. 

20 mins
Germany, 2017
D: Reda Ai  P: Josephine Page

The Real Housewives of Neukölln is  
a documentary about a famous drag-queen 
show which takes place in Berlin.  
Josephine and Reda have been following 
those queens since this summer  
and still are.

25 mins
United Kingdom, 2018
D: Michelle Williams Gamaker

A docufiction that follows the lives of 
three individuals who identify as queer. 
The work details their feelings and per-
sonal expressions as they navigate home 
and professional lives, and the estab-
lishment of non-binary self-definition 
without apology.

Swimming pools should be a place to  
lift you up, not down – for people  
in transition, it’s a space where their 
fear of drowning comes in crashing  
waves of unnerving scrutiny. This film 
highlights the unity in community, and 
provides a short haven for trans people 
who have gone through a rough journey  
in society’s fraught terrain, allowing 
them the space to enjoy their bodies  
as an invisible yet included group 
amidst the sea of people.

9 mins
United Kingdom, 2016
D: Nick Finegan  P: Cecilia 
Golding

7 mins
USA, 2017
D: Sebastain Sdaigui

COMMUNITY
Showtimes
Fri, 15 March: 21:40 // Sat, 16 March: 13:00

SHORTS GALA

palacefilmfest.org @palacefilmfest
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PALACE.MIXXPALACE.MIXX
Palace.MIXX showcases contemporary works by queer artists that explore how  
various aspects of queer identity play out within a variety of approaches  
to experimental cinema. In every work of art, we see traces of its creator  
(be it an aesthetic or a layer the artist’s creative output embedded into  
the personality of a character. As the definition of selfhood changes within  
the context of immersive digital experience and the increase of our identifica-
tion with these digital mannerisms, so too does the idea of connection evolve 
and morph. Palace.MIXX is a unique and eclectic selection of queer, experimental 
film and digital media exploring these ideas of connection and self image. 

PALACE.MIXX

L’OISEAU DE LA NUITMOTHERSHIP

20 mins
Portugal/France, 2015
D: Marie Losier

Under the layers of his 
colorful fabrics, the  
many skins of Fernando are 
revealed, letting Lisbon’s 
legends come to life. 

4 mins
Germany, 2018
D: Dickon Bevan

A body, having been  
absorbed with light, 
undergoes a process of 
transformation.

JELLY SANDWICH

4 mins
USA, 2017
D: Luis Marciliano

Closing the sandwich  
and taking a bite.  
Taking a a bite against 
secrets. Swallowing it 
with the discomfort.

LEG, ARM, HEAD

11 mins
United kingdom, 2016 
D: Scout Stuart

A highly controlled dancer moves  
away from the uniformity and discipline 
of ballet to explore her own identity.

IN DEINER HAUT
EXPERIMENTS 
IN LIGHT

28 mins
Germany, 2016
D: Daniel Hulle

Max programms his very  
own virtual world, a campy 
safe haven away from a 
dystopian future. 

3 mins
Canada, 2016
D: Jane Castrillon

A 16mm short exploring 
light as a meditative 
state encouraging presence 
from the viewer.

IMPENETRABLE 
AS NIGHT

8 mins
USA, 2016
D: Benjamin Rosenthal

Mountain-like structures 
in the fjord reveal  
themselves to be hybrids 
of bunker and landscape.

LOVE AND THE BEAUTY 
OF US MEETING THERE OUR SKIN COMING OUT

17 mins
United Kingdom, 2017
D: Renee Sutherland

Rejecting the narratives of 
mainstream Hollywood cinema 
and its notions of ‘love’.

16 mins
USA, 2016
D: Joao Queiroga

When a sexy chat becomes 
an intense exchange on 
race, politics and war.

2 mins
United Kingdom, 2016
D: Vijay Patel

Experimental short explor-
ing homophobia within the 
British Indian community.

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY URBAN SPRAWL SIMPLE WORLDS

3 mins
Germany,
D: Nicky Miller

Eric recieves a  
present from Tristan 
for Valentine Days!

2 mins
United kingdom, 2018 
D: Kester Urwin

A short time lapse of  
film exploring the pace  
of modern life and light.

2 mins
United Kingdom, 2018
D: Jake Lukas

An exploration into  
alien worlds throgh  
simple techniques.

SHORTS GALA

Showtimes
Fri, 15 March, 13:00 (Free / Pay What You Can)
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Joe Summers is joined by Rosa Irwin-Clark and Thomas Summers to debut a new live 
score for Derek Jarman’s The Last of England, a Brexit special using improvised 
violin, voice, objects, guitar and feedback. Joe hosts a regular radio show on  
Resonance Extra and co-runs the experimental music imprint First Terrace Records. 
Violinist and song-collector Rosa is an artist working in site-responsive perfor-
mance and self-organised arts events, embodied knowledge and the oral tradition. 
Tom is a talented multi instrumentalist and producer, producing music under his 
Cold Water Music alias.

ARTISTS, TALKS & INSTALLATIONS

QUEER  DYSTOPIA
The year is 2184, and non–binary big brother is watching over us… Join  
The Palace Collective for an evening of immersive theatre, queer digital 
arts and performers.

RR 911

VIRTUAL QUEER

RR 911 is the post romantic electro  
duo Labour and Lamb Kebab. They explore  
the freedom possible in self created 
prisons. Using soft wave and dark  
romantic beats,this collaboration  
is a statement of unconditional self- 
love through queer erotic practice,  
the single God is a declaration of the 
female divine.  Berlin based musician 
Labour (aka Bashful Ray), draws inspira-
tion from his dark wave romantic roots. 
Rachel de la Torre is a Cuban-American 

rapper based in Berlin working under the name Lamb Kebab. A newcomer to the Berlin 
music scene, Lamb has recently collaborated with Réelle on his EP Kissing Myself.

Berlin based tattoo artist  has recently 
expanded his creative pratice to the 3rd 
and 4th dimension, likely inspired by  
raw material that come from: hours of 
playing videogames as a kid  Book your 
tattoo now: superfrsw@gmail.com 

YaYa Bones is the musical moniker of multi-disciplinary 
artist Ayesha Tan Jones. Coining their genre ‘dream 
n bass’, YaYa Bones makes protest music for witches, 
fusing opera melodies with earth core beats and UFO 
ritual rhythms.

Thea HopeFri, 15 March, 19:00
Thea hope, producer of The Palace Collective talks about cross  
discipline collaboration and the benefits of self supportive  
communities within the arts and beyond.

FRANZ

YAYA BONES

WANDERFOOLS

This enigmatic duo will tantilise your 
ears with eclectic sounds ranging  
from vibrant disco beats and funky hip 
hop rhythms to classic floor fillers  
and soulful 90s R&B -  this pair bring 
the energy and vibes.

A curated selection of obscure, evoca-
tive, queer-spirited video games. Coming 
directly from Leipzig’s The Arcade, an 
underground event series on interactive 
arts and communal play.

Sat, 16 March: 22:00 Tickets available on Headfirst.

Piss thunder 
drums - like 
when you’re 
being bullied 
at school and they’re pushing you to  
the ground, you can’t get up and you  
miss your bus. We were surprised too. 
Guitar like a janky synth. Squarky,  
jabby, sparse with no room in it. Melodic 
bass, like soft bones climbing a rope. 
Everything fighting to get to the front. 
Sassy, sarky, sincere; because no-one else 
cares. (Not for everyone, unpopular pop.)

MOLEJOY

CENTREPIECE GALA: THE LAST OF ENGLAND

Fri, 15 March, 19:00

THE PALACE MEETS

Alice Klage, Sat 16 Mar, 11:00
What Makes a Queer Film Queer? An open discussion about the representation  
of LGBTQ+ characters and gender identities in film leading to ideas of  
a new approach to queer film making.

11 12
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"I want a dyke for president. I want a person with aids  
for president and I want a fag for a vice president and  
I want someone with no health insurance and I want  
someone who up in a place where the earth is so saturat-
ed with toxic waste that they didn't have a choice about 
getting leukemia. I want a president that had an abortion 
at sixteen and I want a candidate with isn't the lesser 
of two evils and I want a president who lost their last 
lover to aids, who still sees that in their eyes every 
time they lay down to rest, who held their lover in their 
arm and knew they were dying.  
 
I want a president with no air conditioning, a president  
who has stood on the the line at the clinic, at the dmv,   
at the welfare office and has been unemployed and layed 
off and sexually harassed and gaybashed and deported.  
I want someone who has spent the night in the tombs  
and had a cross burned on their lawn and survived rape.  
I want someone who has been in love and been hurt, who  
respects sex, who has made mistakes and learned from 
them. I want a black woman for president. I want someone 
with bad teeth, some who has eaten hospital food, someone 
who crossdresses and has done drugs and been in therapy.  
 
I want someone who has committed civil disobedience.  
And I want to know why this isn't possible. I want to  
know why we stated learning someowhere down the line that  
a president is always a clown: always a john and never a 
hooker. Always a boss and never a worker, always a liar,  
always a thief and never caught"  
 
- Zoe Leonard

Graphic Design by Dom Okah
domokah.com  //  @domokah


